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SUMMARY 

Involvement of sequence-stratigraphy technique is new approach for sedimentation 
conditions study within Dnipro-Donetsk depression (DDD) area which is frequently omitted 
due to the lack of input data quality and vague understanding of sedimentation cycles pattern. 
3D modelling, which is now a trend in modern business-driven approach in Ukraine for both 
– greenfield and brownfield exploration and analysis is basically a database. Thus, more ways 
of different data sources incorporation with followed cross-analysis are extremely beneficial 
for complete understanding of sedimentation circumstances of explored area. On the example 
of Komyshnianske gas condensate field, the article shows that even a partial involvement of 
provided methodology gives: better tie of coherent seismic reflective surfaces to stratigraphic 
events; trends for reservoir properties propagation with the involvement of seismic volume 
studies; propositions for further field Exploration & Development. The general provisions 
under conditions of geological materials sufficient base can be applied to other DDD areas, 
especially in pre-border zones.  
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Introduction 
Currently, the sequence-stratigraphic section dismemberment is only being implemented in Ukraine, 
so this article is relevant. 
The authors created geological 3D model of Komyshnianske gas condensate field based on sequence-
stratigraphic section dismemberment for the first time at this area.  
This approach is effective for the following conditions: 
- insufficient or biased field geological study; 
- effective thickness of productive horizons does not reach the seismic resolution boundaries; 
- no significant difference in impedance values on reflection horizons. 
Methods, Procedures, Process  
The selected technique includes the following stages: 
- field geological study, sedimentation analysis (integration of well geophysical complexes, cores); 
- deduction and correlation of sequence boundaries, maximum flooding surfaces; 
- simplified accommodation and tectonic influence study; 
- conducting seismic interpretation the 3D seismic survey study of research area with involvement of 
surfaces, interpreted on sequence study stage; 
- construction of a structural framework with the involvement of correlated sequences boundaries; 
Komyshnianske gas condensate field located in the central axial part of Dnipro-Donetsk depression.  
Field was discovered in 1983. Main gas-bearing horizons are V-17, V-19, V-20-21, V-22, Visean 
sediments, depth 4470-6275 m. Gas reserves are classified as difficult to recover, due to the large 
depths of productive section, the structural and lithological type of reservoirs, and the small size of 
traps. 
Previous geological 3D model of Komyshnianske field is based on standard 3D model approach for 
brownfield with litho-correlation at it's basis. Data analysis was limited due to the extreme bias of data 
(unevenness of well network). Seismic resolution of productive part of well section is over 40 m, so 
traditional modelling approach involves seismic only as a frame for geological layering process with 
extremely limited usage of attribute component. By extreme limitation of seismic attributes usage 
meant definition of main productive body termination (stratigraphic sediment trap). Traditional 
modelling approach proposes either conformable or isochore (based on thickness maps) layering 
which restricts collectors prediction to current C1-C2 productive categories and propagate them based 
on well data exclusively. 
Incorporation of the biggest and most obvious trends meant rather limited collectors propagation 
options and thus another approach for alternative well section analysis and steadier connection of well 
section to seismic field interpretation is required. This paper proposes sequence stratigraphic analysis 
as a way forward. While stratigraphy is the science of understanding the variations in the successively 
layered character of Rocks and their composition, sequence stratigraphy, on the other hand, deals with 
the order, or sequence, in which depositionally related stratal successions units were laid down in the 
available space or accommodation. 
Study consisted of log behaviour analysis (GR, Component, Porocity), delineation trends of 
transgression-regression changes in accommodation and associated with them system tracts. Analysis 
of seismic response to those changes and cross-correction of seismic interpretation and border 
delineation led to improvement of sedimentation understanding and detailed seismic studies targeted 
for trends extraction and further collectors propagation in a 3D model (Wagoner, Mitchum, 1989; 
Taner, 2001). Present study is concentrated on qualitative delineation of distinctive sedimentation 
aspects that could be used in a 3D model and has much potential for further clarification with 
involvement of 2D – 3D GPM (geological process modelling) model. There is a fundamental gap 
between available data (seismic, logs, and cores) and the data that are needed to accurately describe 
subsurface heterogeneities – for example, with respect to reservoir flow dynamics (Amaru et al. The 
Leading Edge November 2017). 
During study were delineated following system tracts, bounded by flooding surfaces: 
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- HST (high stand system tract system tract, fig. 1) The HST is formed by sediments that accumulate 
after the onset of relative sea-level rise, during normal regression, on top of the FSST corresponding 
to an updip subaerial unconformity. stacking patterns of clinoforms may forestep, and aggrade, 
particularly in siliciclastic systems, thicken downdip, with a topset of fluvial, coastal plain and/or 
delta plain deposits. LST sediments often fill or partially infill incised valleys that were cut into the 
underlying HST and other earlier deposits, during the forced regression (Wheeler, 1958). 

Figure 1 Well section with picked system tracts and flooding surfaces 
 

Performed earlier, at previous stage of 3D model construction, seismic attribute analysis discriminates 
horizon V-23 sand-dominated part from clay-dominated. During the seismic interpretation of 3D 
seismic survey of study area, local features of wave field were identified, their reflection in the core 
material was found and linked to the concept of changing sedimentation conditions. 
Tournaisian sediments are carbonate sediments that are overlain by deep-sea rocks. A huge erosion 
took place, as a result of which a large surface was exposed, in our case, the entire study area. 
Visean sediments are a gradual rise in sea level. There are few interpreted surfaces – pinchouts 1-3 
and 2 flooding surfaces. Authors personally consider them to be a classic regression coast. In the 
model, they are included in the High Stand Tract. 
Pinchout 2 is the oldest one studied (Figure 2). A zone of predicted gas content is identified, 
associated with deposits of the periodically flooded coast. Recently, its gas content was confirmed, 
which fully coincides with the anomaly. Pinchout 1 (Figure 2). The coastal zone has been identified in 
various ways, the directions of material transportation are outlined, and coincides with the current 
contours. 

 
Figure 2 Spectral decomposition on pinchout 2(left), and pinchout 1(right) 
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- FSST (falling stage system tract, fig. 1) The FSST is formed by forced regressive deposits that 
accumulated after the onset of a relative sea-level fall and before the start of the next relative sea-level 
rise. The FSST lies directly on the sequence boundary and is capped by the overlying lowstand 
systems tract (LST) sediments. Hunt and Tucker (1992) differ with this placing the sequence 
boundary above the FSST, where this boundary marks the termination of one cycle of deposition and 
the start of another. Depending on the gradient of the depositional profile, the rate of sediment supply, 
and the rate of relative sea-level fall, a variety of 'attached' or 'detached' parasequence stacking 
patterns can be produced. The fall in relative sea level is evidenced by the erosion of the subaerially 
exposed sediment surface updip of the coastline at the end of forced regression, and the formation of a 
diachronous subaerial unconformity that caps the highstand systems tract (HST). The subaerial 
unconformity may be onlapped by fluvial deposits that belong to the lowstand or the transgressive 
systems tracts. The subaerial unconformity may also be reworked by a time-transgressive marine 
ravinement surface overlain by a sediment lag (Wheeler, 1958; Catuneanu, 2006).  
The zone between Maximum Flooding Surface and pinchout 1 is associated with increasing 
sedimentation velocity and morphologically could be described as seashore with river influx. Local 
gas-bearing body (splay) and expected shoreline zone are marked down. It is separated from the 
overlying section by Maximum Flooding Surface, which is quite clearly traced on seismic (Nichols, 
2009). 
- EHST (early highstand system tract, or falling stage fig. 1) The HST includes the progradational 
deposits that form when sediment accumulation rates exceed the rate of increase in accommodation 
during the late stages of relative sea-level rise. The HST lies directly on the maximum flooding 
surface formed when marine sediments reached their most landward position. This systems tract is 
capped by the subaerial unconformity and its correlative conformity. Stacking patterns exhibit 
prograding and aggrading clinoforms that commonly thin downdip, capped by a topset of fluvial, 
coastal plain and/or delta plain deposits (Wheeler, 1958; Catuneanu, 2006). 
In the upper part of area, a zone of stable sedimentation is distinguished. There the entire territory is 
covered with characteristic beach sediments, after which there is a zone of active removal, which is 
replaced by deltas and further by deep-water environments. The productive body that is under 
exploitation at the moment is highlighted (green on discrete logs), the changing conditions of 
accommodation are described using various attributes (Figure 3) (Neal, Risch, Vail, 1993). 

 
Figure 3 Map of instaneous frequency (left) and max magnitude (right) on FSST for wedge sands 
detection 
 
New structural frame, matched to sedimentation conditions, used as base for thickness analysis led to 
discovery of sedimentation direction changes during study period of accommodation. At the 
beginning of Visean time (HST, most of FSST) area was inclined SE – NW, but in the upper part of 
FSST, which is productive horizon V-16 an abrupt change in sedimentation direction was located 
(Figure 4) (Eros, Montanez, Osleger, 2010), which could be caused by protruding salt diapir that had 
never reached day surface. Those changes in sedimentation direction couped with increase in 
sediment influx, caused forming of wedge sand deposit, that could be an additional new object for 
prospecting drilling.  
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Figure 4 Sedimentation direction changes – end of FSST; Right image – beginning of FSST. Arrow 
shows sedimentation directional trend 
 
Results 
Involvement of sequence-stratigraphy technique is new approach to sedimentation conditions study 
within Dnipro-Donetsk depression areas. 
On the example of Komyshnianske gas condensate field, the paper shows that provided methodology 
gives: 
- improved geological understanding of field through sedimentation analysis; 
- additional inputs for seismic interpretation process; 
- trends for reservoir properties distribution with increased understanding of seismic response to 
sedimentation; 
- proposals for further field Exploration & Development. 
Understanding of accomodation and tectonical settings for the study area elevated impact of seismic 
studies for geological study of explored territory, qualitative reservoir outline and created possibilities 
for forecast of productive zones. 
Produced seismic interpretation model could be used as a base for updated geological model. Analysis 
of volume attributes derived from new surfaces, picked in sequence interpretation stage gave new 
trends for collectors propagation for 3D model – in HST and transgression zone study derived 
wedging out of main productive body via frequency attribute, with approach of spectral 
decomposition for 2 pinchouts between Vв3

2 and Vв3-п productive zone was also marked. For the top 
of FSST new perspective drilling object that was previously marked as a wedge was located.  
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